Muslim diaspora has a religious as well as a secular dimension. The religious dimension is This however, can only be a temporary response to an inter-generational problem. A more permanent solution has to come from a fundamental change in the Muslim mindset, away from a rigidified religious orthodoxy.
Introduction
Historically, the term diaspora has become synonymous with the dispersion of Jews in preBiblical times, to the extent that the Oxford English Dictionary spells the word with a capital "D". However, over the years the term has developed a more general connotation referring to the migration and dispersion of all ethnic and religious communities from their native soil to foreign lands due to a perceived or real hostile environment at home. Political oppression, economic discrimination, and cultural and religious marginalisation of ethnic-and faith-based groups have forced several communities in many parts of the world to seek greener pastures abroad. In this sense, even the original American settlements, until they became independent in 1776, could be considered as the European diaspora. In recent times, and in the wake of the rapid economic transformation of India and China, the role of the Indian and Chinese diaspora received considerable attention from research scholarship. These communities constitute the new diaspora in modern history. In light of these developments the term Diaspora needs to be de-capitalised to include dispersions of all migrant communities. 2 
Muslim Diaspora: The Religious Perspective
It is popularly claimed by Muslims that the religion of Islam is an all-encompassing way of life. In that sense, even migration has a religious dimension or connotation. The Arabic word hijra (meaning migration/withdrawal/breaking of the ties of kinship/flight 3 ) , is inextricably entwined with the birth and history of Islam. It was the migration of the Prophet Muhammad and his 70 or so immediate disciples in the year 622 CE, from a politically oppressive environment in Mecca to the more hospitable surroundings of Medina that actually rescued the nascent religion from immediate persecution and ultimate extinction. In fact, the Muslim calendar begins from the date of that migration, and accordingly, the Gregorian year 2010 for example, is the hijri year 1431. The Qur'an, the holiest of Islam's foundational sources, refers to this unique event in some verses explicitly and in some others implicitly, but in the following verse it generalises the religious sanctity of migration to all Muslims if they were to migrate "in the cause of Allah". "To those who leave their homes in the cause of Allah, after suffering oppression", says the Qur'an 4 (16:41) , "We will assuredly
give a goodly home in this world: But truly the reward of the Hereafter will be greater". The
Qur'an calls those who migrated from Mecca as muhajirs, 5 the migrants, and their hosts in Medina ansars, the helpers. Even though after the conquest of Mecca, the Prophet is reported to have declared that there was no need for further migration, yet, to the Kharijites, a group of Qur'anic fundamentalists who revolted against the rule of the fourth caliph Ali in the seventh century, hijra was not simply an historical event but "a model for proper Muslim behaviour". 6 It is in keeping with this fundamentalist tradition of the Kharijites that Bin
Laden in 2003 made hijra a condition for the creation of an Islamic state. Islam permanently. 9 In this tripartite theoretical division, the diaspora Muslims who currently live as minorities in several parts of the Western World, whose total number is estimated to be around 20 to 25 million, would fall under the intermediate category. Apart from the push factors of political oppression, economic discrimination and cultural and religious ostracism at home, modern-day hijra is also the product of pull factors from abroad, such as the lure of better living conditions and demand for cheap and skilled labour in the industrialised countries of the West. In addition, an intellectual and political shift towards embracing multiculturalism as a positive contributor to economic affluence and cultural richness has induced many Western countries to relax their restrictive laws on immigration.
Thus, the increase in the intake of migrants came to be justified not only on economic grounds but also on the basis of humanitarian concerns. 
Assimilation and Integration
The dictionary meaning of assimilation is to get absorbed into the system, and that of integration is to complete (imperfect things) by addition of parts into a whole. There is a huge difference between the two. Analogically that difference is like the one between a mega fruit Integration is a more favoured option; but it is here the Muslims face a nagging dilemma.
How does a community that believes that its own religion is the best, that it was "chosen by There has been, in recent years, a growing demand from sections of diaspora Muslims in the West, especially in Australia, Britain, and Canada, for their governments to recognize and implement aspects of the Islamic shariah, particularly those pertaining to Muslim marriage and divorce. 28 In Australia again, Muslims have shown great reluctance to allow their kids in Muslim schools, which are largely funded by the Australian tax payer, to sing the national anthem; in fact, it was reported in 2008 that a teacher from a Muslim school in Brisbane was sacked for wanting the national anthem to be introduced in his school. 29 A year before that in 2007, when it was suggested that the national flag should be hoisted in the mosque compounds at least on days of national importance, there was a cacophony of protest voice from the community. 30 In France, "Muslims have demanded to set their own rules as to which doctors or teachers they will permit to treat or teach them in French hospitals or schools, or which lessons they will or will not attend and which texts they will or will not read". 
Sri Lankan Muslim Diaspora
The Sri Lankan Muslim diaspora is a very recent phenomenon. Unlike the Sri Lankan
Burgher emigration that started almost immediately after the island's independence, and unlike the Tamil diaspora that began modestly with the government's Sinhala Only language policy in the mid-1950s but gradually gained momentum thereafter and accelerated with greater speed following the 1983 pogrom, Muslim emigration is the result of certain domestic and international changes that took place in the late 1970s and after.
To the religious minded Muslims of Sri Lanka, whose vast majority are known as Moors, an appellation bestowed upon this community by the Portuguese in the sixteenth century, 38 the country falls into the category of Darul Aman, which actually means a territory that is at peace with Muslims. Except for the Sinhalese-Muslim racial riots of 1915, which were caused primarily by economic rather than religious factors, 39 in such a manner that it removed the virtual monopoly that students from better resourced colleges in the urban areas like Colombo and Jaffna had enjoyed for a long time. 42 It was from these colleges that a majority of Tamil students entered the more prestigious faculties of the university, such as medicine, engineering and physical sciences; and consequently, these professions remained for a long time a virtual monopoly of the Tamil community. The SDQS hit the Tamil students hard and the Tamil youth were naturally angered, became frustrated, and felt betrayed and victimised.
Among those who stood to benefit by this new admission scheme however, were the Muslims. The Muslims of Sri Lanka were latecomers to higher education. Islamic religious orthodoxy frowned upon secular education, disenfranchising the community from professional employment for a long time. The Muslim student ratio in the universities never exceeded 2.5% until the 1980s, but in the 1990s it hovered around 7% in certain years. 43 The 
Diaspora Impact at Home: A Socio-economic and Religious Dimension
In trying to assess the socio-economic and religious impact of the Sri Lankan Muslim diaspora one has to make a distinction between the impact caused by the temporary migrants and that by their permanent counterparts. It is safe to conclude that the latter category is fast losing any commitment to their motherland except to maintain some contact with their immediate kith and kin. Other than helping their close family members at home through financial assistance, these migrants carry out their long-term investments and asset accumulation in the adopted country. Unlike the Tamil diaspora, which regularly collects funds to assist its community at home, and actively commits itself to campaigning in support of the political struggle of their brethren in Sri Lanka, the Muslim diaspora is only marginally interested in Sri Lanka's local politics. It does collect funds occasionally either to assist community welfare projects like building mosques, religious schools and orphanage homes or in times of natural disasters like the tsunami of 2006, but there is no evidence of any organised effort to assist the community at large at home regularly. This is in stark contrast to the role of temporary migrants who are concentrated in the Middle East.
The Muslim diaspora in the Middle East is certainly making an economic impact in Sri Urumaya which carries the support of sections of the Buddhist Sangha. These political elements by resorting to an ultra-nationalist propaganda are busy recreating a politicoeconomic scenario that produced the first Sinhalese-Muslim racial riots almost a century ago. 45 In a country that is already buried neck-deep in the Sinhalese-Tamil ethnic quagmire the rising anti-Muslim sentiment, if allowed to proceed unchecked, is bound to drown it even further.
If the blame for this anti-Muslim economic sentiment could be laid partly at the doors of Buddhist ultra-nationalism, the rest of the blame at a national socio-cultural level has to be borne by the growing Arabized religiosity promoted by the activities of the tabligh jamaat (TJ) or the "group for propagating Islam", and Wahhabism, a brand of puritanical
Islam which is the state religion of Saudi Arabia. 46 Of the two movements, the first is internationally the most popular, so much so that its unregistered membership runs into A detailed exposition of the principles and practices of TJ and Wahhabism is not within the scope of this paper, 47 but a couple of comments will be in order for us to understand the type of problems that they are creating. The adhan or call to prayer, at least five times a day, from the minaret of the mosques is part of the Islamic structure of worship. This was a tradition started by Prophet Muhammad to remind the faithful of the times of prayer and in a manner unique to Islam. Many Muslims still believe that they should live close to a mosque so that they could hear the sound ofadhan. This is why wherever the Muslims settle the first public building they erect is a mosque. However, this is not something exclusive to Muslims. Even in the Tamil Arab hijab and jalabiyya for women and men respectively are fast replacing the traditional attire of mukkadu (one end of the sari thrown over the head) for women and sarong for men.
Long beards and turbans are also increasingly becoming the symbols of Muslim male identity. These are more a manifestation of Arab culture than a religious requirement, although some argue that it was how the Prophet dressed and appeared and that his Sri
Lankan devotees are only imitating the Prophet's model. A cynic may well question them as to why they are not riding a camel as the Prophet did when he was alive, instead of driving expensive motor cars. To add further to this Arabizing trend is the Arabic-inflected speech that is transforming the Tamil dialect spoken by these Muslims.
Thus, while economically the temporary Muslim diaspora is adding to the growth of the country by providing desperately needed hard currency and by reducing the pressure on domestic employment, socio-religiously their impact has become a de-stabilizer.
Impact Abroad
When communities migrate to foreign locations they often carry with them their own political attitudes and cultural prejudices acquired at home. This can become problematic to the mainstream host communities when the size of the guest communities grows in a particular location and their attitudes and prejudices become publicly manifested. As long as the migrants remain temporary, in order to satisfy a particular demand arising from a particular scarcity in the host country, the host communities may tolerate and perhaps even enjoy the idiosyncrasies of the strangers. However, when migrant communities settle permanently Muslims are even interested in building their own mosques. This is not a healthy trend.
The future belongs to the young and it is in the inculcation of the right values and attitudes through early education that a harmonious life in the host country can be assured to these children. Teaching the children to disrespect the national flag, discouraging them from singing the national anthem, and isolating them from non-Muslim kids, as is happening now in a few Muslim schools, are measures that are not going to promote integration.
Conclusion
What appears to be a fundamental problem that is shaping the mindset of the Muslim diaspora, whether as temporary migrants to the Middle East or as permanent settlers in the West, is the narrow world view imposed by centuries of indoctrination by Islamic orthodoxy.
A detailed exposition of this world view, which is now being critiqued by a number of scholars (some of whom are Muslim) is an interesting area for future research. These scholars are revisiting the foundational sources of Islam and re-reading them to find new meanings and answers to some age old questions. One of those questions is how Muslims should live as minorities in non-Muslim majority environments. Currently, nearly one third of the world Muslim population is living in diaspora as minorities ruled by non-Muslims. The problems they face demand new answers and those answers have to come from the intellectual Islam that is originating now from the West.
